representing 5 continents; we have been registered in 17 databases, thus it is a very good chance for any university to represent its young teachers as well as different linguistic schools headed by outstanding scholars. I hope this very good example will have many followers in future.
This special issue is very large in volume and has resulted thanks to the joint efforts of many people. I want to thank our anonymous reviewers coming from Azerbaijan, Germany, Malaysia, Poland, Russia, Slovakia, and Ukraine, as well as the members of the editorial board, who have found time to make thorough reviewing of the papers making valuable critical remarks. In my first Editor's note I have named the champions of editing. The idea of bringing the representatives of various schools of linguistic thought together within the issue had a number of incentives. Primarily, the research findings are rallied around the vision of an always-on breakthrough approach. The current endeavour to investigate into the nature and nurture of language gives a significant impetus in bringing the processes under the disguise into the forefront of linguistic concerns. The processing and crystallization of meaning, its constructing and inferencing are among other foci that serve as a starting point for the subsequent linguistic studies.
Secondly, the valued input of every contributor is a successful attempt at shifting from a fixed mindset to a growth mindset. The individual inspiration of the University Professors brings out the best in the inter-faculty activities and increases the array of linguistic studies at the University. The conduct of groundbreaking research and research supervision add to the hallmark of the University. The articles exhibit the consistent and continuous work in the fields of the scholars' interests that accumulated a vast amount of research results and make the scientific heritage of the University.
And finally, the inclusiveness principle serves an effective way for cultivating the momentum of further studies both within the University and beyond its walls. The research findings of the University Professors alongside the talented candidates' contribution present the issues that might be attractive to the public at large and can be implemented in various aspects of social life. 
Iryna Pinich, Kyiv National Linguistic University, Ukraine

